Bootstrap percolation has been used to describe opinion formation in the society and other social and natural phenomena. The formal equation of the bootstrap percolation may have more than one solution, corresponding to several stable fixed points of the corresponding iteration process.
The spread of information within a population is a interesting phenomena from which we can learn, how prone is a massive group of people to embrace and propagate fake news or gossip for instance. On of the models that can be suitable to achieve this goal is bootstrap percolation, which is a fairly simple threshold model that has been widely studied in the last years to mimic different spreading processes on complex systems. In this model a random fraction of nodes or sites activate or adopt a new idea spontaneously. Then, the rest of the nodes subsequently activate if they are at least connected with a minimal number of active neighbors [1] . The initial random activation triggers a cascading process that is halted when the system stabilizes.
This model was first introduced to understand the mechanisms of ferromagnetism on Bethe lattices [2] , and then in the following years it was studied on a variety of graphs [3] [4] [5] . Bootstrap percolation, along with other thresholds models such as k-core percolation, are useful to describe social processes, in which people tend to change their opinion if they are influenced by many of their contacts [6, 7] . Accordingly, these models can potentially describe phenomena such as the spreading of gossip or fake news, viral marketing and opinion formation [8] [9] [10] . Also, people tend to adopt new technologies or brands when they are in contact with people that are already using them [11, 12] . Bootstrap percolation has also non-social applications, such as the study of fault tolerance in distributed computing [13] and cascading failures in power grids or communication networks. Furthermore, the spreading of a disease and the diffusion of awareness [14] can be studied using these kind of threshold models [15] .
In bootstrap percolation, ( Fig. 1 ) a fraction f of nodes are spontaneously activated at the initial stage of the process. Such nodes are called "seeds", while the rest of them are called "non-seeds". A non-seed node with degree k needs to be supported or influenced by at least k * ≤ k active neighbors to be activated. The values of k and k * may be different for different nodes and we will assume that they are randomly chosen from the degree distribution P (k) and a threshold distribution r(j, k), respectively, where r(j, k) is the cumulative distribution function of the threshold which is the probability of finding a node with k * ≤ j, given that it has degree k. The activation of the seed nodes leads to a cascade of activation at the end of which the fraction S ≥ f of nodes become active. This fraction can be regarded as an order parameter of the model and at certain f = f t may undergo a discontinuous first order phase transition, jumping from a small value for f < f t to a larger value for f > f t . 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 The bootstrap percolation model can be solved exactly in the limit of infinitely large networks [4, 16] , when the probability of short loops is negligible. At the end of activation cascade for given f the fraction of active nodes can be written as
where Ψ(Z) is the bootstrap generating function
and probability Z satisfies a self-consistent equation
where
is the bootstrap generating function for the excess degree distribution, k is the average degree of the network and Z is the probability of reaching via a random link a seed node or a node supported by at least k * of its k − 1 outgoing neighbors. The nonlinear equation
Eq. (3), may have more than one solutions which can be obtained by an iteration method corresponding to the stages of activation/deactivation process:
where Z n → Z for n → ∞. If one starts the iterations from Z 0 = 0, the iterations converge to the smallest stable fixed point Z I corresponding to the direct bootstrap percolation, while if one starts iterations from Z 0 = 1, they may converge to a different stable fixed point,
It is tempting to suggest that the second fixed point corresponds to a reverse process associated with a hysteresis phenomenon typical to first order phase transitions.
The goal of this letter is to construct such a process and investigate its physical meaning.
To achieve this goal we develop a model of reversible bootstrap percolation. In this model, seed nodes -which are always active in standard bootstrap percolation -can spontaneously become non-seed nodes. If we use a social network analogy for instance, people extremely convinced of their opinion or beliefs might start questioning them after a life changing event.
Or internet sites, spreading fake news can be discarded by the subsequent fact checking. We will see that deactivation of some seed nodes triggers a pruning process similar to k-core percolation. Unlike in the bootstrap percolation, in the k-core model, a random fraction p of nodes become dysfunctional, and this event triggers a cascading failures in the system [17, 18] . Although bootstrap and k-core are quite similar, they are not opposite processes but rather complementary under the right circumstances [16] . In particular, the k-core process with p = 1 − f is not a reverse process for the bootstrap percolation.
To fully describe our model it is necessary to understand how nodes support each other at the steady state of bootstrap percolation. A non-seed node with degree k needs to be supported or influenced by at least k * ≤ k active neighbors to become activated, and when the cascading process comes to an end, this node may be connected with more than k * active neighbors. However, as we will see in short, those extra active contacts may not be able to provide support. From a social perspective, if a person has changed its opinion by influence of his/her friend, this new opinion may not influence the opinion of the particular friend who influenced this person. For example if a person spreads some rumor to a friend so that this friend starts to believe in it, when the evidence that this rumor is fake reaches this person, it is unlikely that the opinion of his/her friend to whom he/she have spread that rumor will be taken into account when the person will start to question the validity of this rumor.
To formalize this concept, we will construct a support network, which uniquely defines the active nodes for any initial configuration of seeds and active nodes. In the network with certain fraction of active nodes S and a fraction of seed nodes f , we first create a network of support links, in which any active node (including current seeds) supports its neighbor.
In Fig. 2 support links are shown by arrows directed from an active node to its neighbors.
Then we start a pruning process, which is similar to the well-known burning algorithm used to find percolation clusters. At each stage of pruning, we count the support degree of k s (j) of each node j, which is equal to the number of support links directed to this node. Then we determine a list of vulnerable non-seed nodes such that k s (j) ≤ k * (j) and randomly select a node j from it. If k s (j) = k * (j) the node j remains active but all support links emanating from it and leading to nodes i such that a backward support link from i to j still exists are eliminated and node j is eliminated from the list of vulnerable nodes. If k s (j) < k * (j) the node j is deactivated, eliminated from the list of vulnerable nodes and all the support links emanating from it are eliminated. The support degree k s for each node is again calculated. If the k s (j ′ ) for some node j ′ decreases and k s (j ′ ) ≤ k * (j ′ ), it is added to the list of vulnerable nodes. This process is then repeated until the list of vulnerable nodes is empty ( Figs. 2 and   3 ).
At the end of the pruning process (no matter in which order we select the nodes from the list of vulnerable nodes) the active nodes are uniquely defined. This is because each pruning process taken in reverse order is identical to a certain activation process in the direct bootstrap percolation. If S represents the set of active nodes at the final state of direct bootstrap percolation, and the seeds have not been changed, the active nodes after pruning coincide with S ( Fig. 2 ) and hence this process satisfies one of the solutions of the bootstrap equation Eq.(3). If the number of seeds has been reduced ( Fig. 3) , the pruning process starting from the same S will still satisfy the same Eq. 6 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 SEED SEED This may happen e.g. in a political campaign, in which a number of bot agents, spreading fake news can fluctuate and after each stage a fact-checking represented by the pruning process is performed. To formalize the process after each change of the seed nodes we first run the direct bootstrap process in which we activate new nodes based on the existing seeds without deactivating previously activated nodes. Next, we immediately run the "fact checking" pruning process which deactivate some of the nodes which cannot be supported by the current seed nodes. As a result, we will construct a sequence of fractions of active nodes S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , ...S n ..., which after each stage is given by one of the solutions of Eq. (3)  00  00  00 00  11  11  11 11   00  00  00 00  11  11  11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 to f = 0 giving the high solution.
One can see that in panel (b) the fraction of active nodes once it undergoes transition to a high activated phase at f = f t = 0.114 never returns to a low activated phase even for f = 0. One can see that a small increase in susceptibility of the population to the fake news modeled by a small decrease of the inflection point in the distribution r(j, k), may lead to the irreversible opinion change of the population. We obtained similar results for many other types of distributions P (k) and r(j, k).
distributions P (k) and r(j, k), [ Fig. 4 (b) ] the fraction of active nodes will not undergo a reverse phase transition and will not return to a low-fraction state even if all seeds are eliminated. In this example, the degree distribution is the same, but the bootstrap thresholds are slightly lower than in Fig. 4(a) . In political language, the fake news now are closer to the hearts of the population than in Fig. 4(a) , so the population accepts them easier and keeps believing them even after all of them have been firmly discarded and all sources of them are deactivated.
In conclusion, we construct and investigate a model of reversible bootstrap percolation which can be applied to political and social science, especially to the problem of fake news spreading and efficiency of the fact checking.
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